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ew, new, new! Everything is new this new
year. Sick of reading the word “new” yet?
Ok, well sorry for that, but I’m just so excited to introduce the ne-, uh, I mean “current”
journalism team to you.

tor, or “Big Kahuna,” of this fine publication,
and I’m also brand new to SLAS. If you see
me walking around campus with my camera,
smile and say “cheese.” I may just get you in
the SLAS Times (if you’re lucky). Some of you
may be shy, but think of it this way: everyone
We have Eric Park on sports, Anthony Yates should get the spotlight at least once in life.
on music, Sarah Lee on culture, Martina Barona on academic life, Aileen Kang on school So why not get in the spotlight now?
events, Andrew Park on technology, Drabya
Rana on culture, and Kei Taichi on student All of us in the journalism department are exlife. Do you see the blonde girl in the back? cited to see this magazine evolve into the meThat’s our Spanish corespondent Laura Pas- dia behemoth it deserves to become. We’re
cual. She unfortunately had to return to her proud to present you, dear reader, to a fanhome country, but we at least managed to tastic, scholastic potpourri of student lifestyle
stories and photo spreads.
squeeze one article out of her for this issue.
You may be asking yourself “who is that guy
above in the Hawaiian shirt? Is he a male
model, or something?” Well, close but no cigar. That’s me, Robert van West. I’m the edi-

So now heat up a mug of hot chocolate, kick
back on a comfy sofa and prepare to enjoy
the, ahem, “new” journalism crew’s first foray
into the art of the student lifestyle magazine.
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Students Had Fun at the
First House Activity
by Aileen Kang
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n Friday August 31, we had the first house
activity for the 2018-2019 school year.
There are four houses (Black Lion, Red Lynx,
White Tiger, and Silver Snow Leopard) that
compete against each other in different ways
during house events.
All houses voted in their High school and middle school House Leaders and Sports Leaders.
The results of the votes are as follows: Anton
Ponomarenko as White Tiger House Leader,
Pilar Pascual as High School Sports Leader,
Nikolay Mesoropyan as Middle School House
Leader, and Ji-In (Jinny) Kang as Middle
School Sports Leader. Red Lynx House Leader
is Kenichi Higashiyama, High School Sports
Leader is Dusan Marinkovich, Middle School
House Leader is Carl Wasing, and Middle
School Sports Leader is Jung-Hwan (David)
Son. Black Lions High School House Leader
is Jannah Angeles, High School Sports Leader
is Keita Kuroda, Middle School House Leader
is Gia Khushi Khiantani, and Middle School
Sports Leader is Vansh Padaliya. Lastly, Silver
Snow Leopards High School House Leader is
Peter Lee, High School Sports Leader is Aidan
Lupori, Middle School House Leader is Olivia

Choi, and Middle School Sports Leader is Michal Grabiec.
The High school Black Lions competed
against the High school Red Lynxes in volleyball. The High school Silver Snow Leopards
competed against the high school White Tigers in basketball. The Middle School Black
Lions competed against the middle school
Silver Snow Leopards in dodge ball and the
Middle School White Tigers competed against
the middle school Red Lynxes in kickball. The
White Tigers won two games in basketball
and kickball. The Black Lions and Red Lynxes
tied in volleyball and The Silver Snow leopards won the dodge ball match.
Not only students were doing sports, some of
them did decorations for their own houses.
Students used different colored paper and
other materials to decorate the house boards
and house ball box.
House activities are fun for all students involved, and we look forward to a year of jovial
competition at SLAS.
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Core Values and the House System Make
Our School Special
By Martina Barona

T

teacher gives students house points when
they show one of the following core values
and in middle school and high school. There
are also core value lessons every Wednesday
in homeroom.

Eric Park (9th grader) said, “Core values guide me to the good side and they contain all the good
personality traits of people who make each other better inside and outside of school.” He also said
that he would use this outside of school because it would help him to interact with others morally.
Another 9th grader called Andrew Park said, “Core values help me socialize more and they are moral
rules for me.” He also said, “I think ‘Creative Thinker’ is the most beneficial value because it connects
to all the other core values.”
This school has core values that are greatly appreciated by teachers, students, parents, and staff
members. This is why the school is such a warm, welcoming place.
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Each core value has its own meaning and
each student can earn a house point based
on what they portray.
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he house system is based on core values
(Creative thinker, Compassionate citizen,
Confident individual and Proficient Communicator) and everyone in the school is put into
one of the following teams Black Lions, Red
Lynx, White Tigers, and Silver Snow Leopards.
The core values also help students in the long
term and they are inserted into every class
and lesson in this school. For instance, the

Core Value Interviews

“Core values help me socialize more and
they are moral rules for me.“
One of the core values is “Proficient Communicator.” A proficient communicator is able to
communicate clearly and think and express ideas in different ways.
Another core value is a “Confident Individual.” To be one you need to believe in yourself and
stand up for what is right.
“Creative Thinker” is another value. Creative thinkers are open-minded and have the urge to
learn new concepts.
The final core value is “Compassionate Citizen of the World.” Compassionate citizens respect
each other, are kind to one another and are able to work together in groups.

Five Minute Feast
by Kei Taichi

E-Sports Are Coming
to SLAS
by Andrew Park

O

f the numerous after-school activities E-Sport athletes are required to communicate
avaiable at SLAS, there is one special only in English, the common language of the
Wednesday activity causing a buzz on campus school, so that everyone can understand each
right now: E-Sports.
other.
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E-sports at SLAS involve many games such as Recently, SLAS bought high power computers for
League of Legends, Counter Strike, Vainglory, E-sports purposes. They are located in the first
and Dota 2.
row of the computer lab.

A

re you late for class? Did you skip breakfast? Lunch is two hours away and you
have chemistry class next period, so what do
you do?

3. Snickers
If you’re looking for something more fulfilling than skittles, snickers is your candy! Have
it prepared by your side and when that bell
goes “ring-a-ding-ding,” quickly shove the bar
Here is a countdown of the top five snacks to into your mouth like a squirrel and run to your
eat in those precious five minutes while run- next class.
ning between classes.
2. Haribo Gummies
5.Reese’s Pieces
If you’re late for a class, there’s always one
The first snack comes in bite sized form. If thing you can count on… Bears! Well, gummy
someone asked you, “What are Reese’s piec- bears that is. Much like Skittles, you can eat a
es?” simply say they are one of the best pea- bunch at once so no one would understand
nut butter and chocolate candies ever! Aller- you when you talk. You’ll feel terrible aftergic to peanut butter? Our next entry will surely wards, but at least you won’t be hungry.
have you satisfied.
1. M&M’s
4.Skittles
And now for the ultimate snack… M&M’s!
When you think of rainbow colored candy, Sorry Skittles, but these mini chocolate flawhat comes to mind? If you said “M&M’s” you vored candies are just too hard to resist! If you
would be wrong! If you truly want to “taste the prefer M&M’s with a little more crunch, then
rainbow” Then, Skittles is the way to go! Grab M&M’s with nuts is the candy for you. M&M’s
a handful, throw them into your mouth and are truly the colorful kings of all snacks.
rush to class. You will be satisfied until lunch.

“I was waiting for the activity, E-Sports, and
finally my dream came true!”
The specs of these computers are Intel i7 CPU, liquid cooling system, 16 GB of RAM, and GTX 1080
GPU. With these specs, gamers should not experience any “lag,” or system slowdown, due to processing limitations. The monitors of the computers are curved because curved monitors allow gamers to
concentrate more on their games.
Many students feel positive about E-Sports as an after school activity. Tom Domyo, a gamer in the
9th grade, said, “I was waiting for the activity, E-Sports, and finally my dream came true! I think it
[E-sports] will be fun.”
Not all students have positive attitudes toward E-Sports. Some students think that the games offered
are very limited. “I want to play Overwatch, another first person shooting game, instead of Counter
Strike.” Tom Domyo lamented.
A harsher grade 9 critic, Rita Park, said, “The school is wasting money on E-sports. School is for education, not gaming.” She also said, “This [E-sports] would also cause students to have bad eyes.”
Every sport poses some sort of risk, and to date there have been no recorded injuries or psychological complications due to E-sports on campus.

Mukbang: a Culinary Craze From Korea

A Six Useful Apps for
Students

by Sarah Lee

by Martina Barona

Quizlet
Quizlet helps students
create flashcards and
practice tests in a fast
and efficient manner.
Students can also make
their own vocabulary lists while studying for tests
and quizzes. Some Quizlet flashcards are available online in their complete form, so they can
help you save a lot of time studying.

Duolingo
Learning a new language is difficult, but this
Desmos
free app is here to help.
Desmos helps students
It teaches new vocabgraph math equations.
ulary and then it gives
If students don’t have a
exercises to practice. 9th grader Aileen Kang said
calculator, they can use
“Duolingo was helpful when I studied Japanese
Desmos as an alternabecause it showed me how to pronounce the
tive. Kyle, a 10th grader, said, “Desmos is a good words and taught me what the characters looked
way for students to understand different methods like. It also gave me examples of new words.”
to understand different topics such as graphs, inequalities and problem-solving skills.”
YouTube
Grammarly
YouTube is not only for
Grammarly helps stuentertainment, it can
dents with their writing.
also teach students
It is a fast proofreader
about topics that they
that corrects the misdon’t understand or that
takes in documents. It
they didn’t go over in class. It allows for visual
checks for grammar,
walkthroughs of topics. Not only that, it is also a
punctuation, word choice, spelling and style. free platform with actual lessons from real teachIt also checks for plagiarism, so you will not get ers.
points deducted from your work. Victor, a 12th
grader, said, “In my opinion, Grammarly is very
helpful because it automatically corrects my
grammar whenever I’m typing on my computer.”

D

o you like the idea of watching someone
slurp and smack their way through a bowl
of tasty noodles? “Mukbang” may be for you.
Mukbang is a famous genre of video that people love watching in Korea. If you are curious
about this genre, do a Youtube or Twitch
search.

income last year was 100,000,000 Korean won
($87,000), and experts expect that his income
will increase more this year.

Mukbang stars eat their way through kilos of
food. The point of it all is to watch people eat
as much as possible. These videos are popular all around the world, but especially in
Korea.

A student in the 8th grade told me that she
usually watches mukbang videos when she is
hungry at school, and that she gets vicarious
satisfaction from them.

Some famous Korean mukbang stars are Benz
and Dongge. They mostly have a concept for
what they are going to eat, for example, Benz
eats one type of food in enormous quantities,
while Dongge eats interesting food, such as
ocean grape, edible paper and edible tape.

In mukbang videos, people talk about their
interesting life stories while eating, or they
simply eat to make the audience focus on the
sound.

In mukbang, there are criteria that are important to follow: how palatable the food
looks, and how good the eating sounds are.

Mukbang is also influential in the marketPeople like watching mukbang because they place. On a Korean TV program, a famous
like the way the food looks, they feel lonely singer ate some seaweed crackers, and the
eating solo, or they simply love smacking and sales increased more than three times comslurping sounds.
pared to last year.

Mukbang is getting more and more popular
every day, and it is spreading more and more
These stars also earn a lot of money. Benz’s around the world.
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Khan Academy
Khan Academy helps
students improve in
different areas of Math,
Science, Programming,
Economics, History and
more. It also prepares students for tests such as
the SAT’s. The software shows students what they
are struggling with, and also helps the teacher
know what they’re struggling with. Maxon Jin, a
9th grader, says, “Khan Academy is really helpful for practicing your math skills, and if you are
falling behind in a class you can watch the videos
and do the practice exercises.”

A Taste of Korea
in Shanghai
by Eric Park
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ating is one of the best parts of life. A lot
of people enjoy tasting food from different countries, and in Shanghai, I see a lot of
non-Koreans enjoying Korean food. Many
people enjoy a very famous Korean barbecue
restaurant near Hong Xin Road called Qing He
Gu.

Kimchi stew is a common comfort food in Korea. People often order kimchi stew with their
barbeque because the spicy part of the stew
balances out the oily flavor from the grilled
meat.

Grilling Korean food by oneself is a special
skill, so the employees at Qing He Gu grill
Qing He Gu is often mentioned in newspa- meat for customers who are not familiar with
pers, blogs, and books as the best Korean the process.
Barbecue restaurant in Shanghai. A lot of celebrities from Korea come to this restaurant Are you hungry? Book a table at Qing He Gu
to enjoy a taste of home. Korean celebrity au- and find out why it’s such a popular restautographs displayed at the front gate include rant.
PSY, Wondergirls, Girl’s Generation, and more!
The Location
The Food
Hongxin Road 3998, Di Bao Mansion 2nd
Side dishes, or “banchan” in Korean, include Floor, Shanghai, China
popular dishes such as kimchi, mung bean
sprouts, stir-fried potato, and more. Different Rating:
varieties of meat are grilled with charcoal; Service: 4/5
a better option than fire, because charcoal Food: 4/5
is said to kill bacteria and toxins in food. To Value: 3.5/5
many fans of Korean cuisine, charcoal grilled Atmosphere: 4/5
meat also tastes better. Prominent dishes at
Qing He Gu are pork ribs (Yangnyeom-galbi),
pork belly (Samgyeopsal) and Kimchi stew
(Kimchi-Jige).
Pork ribs (yangnyeom-galbi) are marinated
spareribs with Korean sweet and salty soy
sauce. It is one of the most popular dishes in
Korea. Pork belly (Samgyeopsal) is another
popular dish people like to eat in Korea. Pork
belly meat is as common in Korea as sausage
is in Germany. I fully recommend these two
types of meat to eat in a Korean barbecue
restaurant.
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Back to School Bash Was
a Smash!
by Aileen Kang

T

Other than these amazing performances by
students, there were games for children. The
first game was flip board which was only for
three to five year old kids. The next game was
hula-hoop relay, which was available for first
grade to sixth grade. The last activity was the
11-legged race for middle school and high
There were a lot of performances with stu- school students. There were no prizes, but
dents from kindergarten to 12th grade. The everyone who participated enjoyed playing
first performance after the opening remarks and watching the race.
from our principal, Ms.Faustina, was the Talchum Masked dance performed by Korean There were a lot of performances and activiKindergarten students. When these stu- ties to enjoy during Back to School Bash and I
dents were performing, they wore traditional am looking forward to the next one.
clothes called “hanbok.”
The next performance was “Down by the Bay”
and “Boyoyon” performed by the Japanese
kindergarten. After these performances from
the Korean and Japanese kindergarten, the
SLAS performance lab performed the song
“Faded” originally by Alan Walker.
Another performance was a gymnastics performance by International and Japanese enriched classes in grades three to five.
Finally, the dance class performed a song
called “In My Feelings” by Canadian rapper
Drake. There were some students and teachers that came up to the stage and danced and
enjoyed the music together. One of the students in dance class, Cindy Yang (8th grade)
said, “I felt very embarrassed and I had a little
stage fright.” Another student, Olivia Choi (8th
grade) said, “I was a little nervous but happy
to experience dancing in front of parents and
lots of students with my friends.”
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his was the 5th year celebrating Back to
School Bash (B2SB) at Livingston. The
event was held on September 22nd, and it
was enjoyed by students, teachers, and parents alike. There were a lot of performances
to watch and activities participate in.
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Trending Music at SLAS
by Anthony Yates

A Trip Around the World
With Snacks
by Laura Pascual

S

LAS is not only a school, but also a community. The students here bond and understand each other in several different ways.
One major way students bond is through listening to music.

One student named Kyle in 10th grade said
“the pop song ‘Celoso’ makes me feel calm
and relaxed.”

A student named Ryu in the 11th grade talked
Throughout the school, students with many about how the lo-fi song “Slow Dancing in the
diverse music tastes listen to music together. Dark” by Joji had an interesting chord proThey do this during passing period, lunch or gression. This shows how the student seems
in their free time. This not only is an enjoyable to just enjoy the music itself and the art beand common way for them to socialise, but it hind it.

“One way students bond is through music”
also gives them a chance to open their minds Another student named James liked listening
to the EDM song “Megalovania” while playing
to different styles of music.
games.
Curious about what my peers are listening to
these days, I surveyed a sample of students
about their musical preferences. To my surprise, most of the students had a diverse taste
in music. Popular genres on campus include
radio pop, jazz, EDM, hip-hop, rock, J-pop
and K-pop.
Students seem to listen to music for the same
purposes: to relax or to get pumped up.

When researching trending music at SLAS,
I expected there to be a similar pattern and
genre of music that students were into, but to
my surprise, it seems that students here have
unique tastes. This uniqueness reflects the atmosphere of diversity and community in our
school.

Obleas (Colombia)
Obleas are paper-textured type of biscuit
from Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, Mexico, and
Costa Rica. Obleas, in these countries, are usually
filled with sweet things such as dulce de leche,
chocolate or jam. In Spain, they are also very popular, but are not filled with anything.

Macaroon (France)
KitKat Matcha Green Tea
Macaroons are famous
(Japan)
all around the world but
KitKat Matcha Green Tea
they were first made in
is a japanese snack. “It
France. They are hemitastes like green tea, but
spherically
shaped
sweeter” said 9th grader
cookies bound with cream. There are many differDrabya Bikram. Although KitKats have many dif- ent kinds of flavors, such us caramel, chocolate,
ferent flavors, their most unique flavors are sold raspberry and more.
in Japan.
Pan di Stelle (Italy)
Doritos (USA)
Pan di Stelle is a sweet
Doritos are a very poptype of snack from Italy.
ular snack from the USA
They are cookies with
They come in a variety
white sugar stars. Pan di
of flavors such us nacho
Stelle cookies can teach
cheese, bbq and more.
four year olds about astronomy. Since they come
They are a crunchy and delicious snack to have in a bag, they can also hold fresh for a while.
in your bag.
Toddynho (Brazil)
Toddynho is a very popular drink. It is basically
sweet chocolate milk.
You can think of it as a
sweeter Brazilian version of Nesquik.
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Shindangdong
Tteokbokki
(South Korea)
Shindangdong Tteokbokki is very popular
in Korea. It also tastes
sweet but it is also quite spicy. Many people like
this snack because it tastes so similar to real
tteokbokki. Shindangdong Tteokbokki has the
texture of crackers and that makes them even
more interesting.

by Kei Taichi

just, don’t go to sleep.” I replayed that mantra over
and over again in my head, hoping it would work.
How foolish I was…
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11:30 PM
I still wasn’t sleepy, as I beat up bad guys in Spider
Man. I was having a blast! It was great, but I did worry about waking my parents up with screams of excitement. Sometimes, I would stop playing and go
over to the fridge and eat a snack, and sometimes I
would switch out the game to play something else. I
felt free to do whatever I wanted, whenever I wanted
it.

I

played the PS4 all night to see how long I could
stay up playing the new Spider Man game. The
objective was simple: play video games all night to
document the effects of staying awake for as long as
possible. I began the experiment at 10:00 PM and I
lasted until 6:25 AM or so (I actually lost track of time
after crashing on my couch).
Before the experiment
The hard part about starting this experiment was
convincing my parents to believe this was actually
homework. Luckily, I thought of this beforehand,
and told my teacher, Mr. Van West, to write a note
explaining my journalistic experiment (I did this for
the love of investigative journalism, not for video
games). After seeing the note (and a bit of convincing), my parents finally agreed, and so began my
8-hour journey to not getting any sleep.

12:30 AM
I was starting to get a little tired, but that feeling didn’t
hold for long, because to counter the drowsiness, I
blasted “Girls just want to have fun” By Cyndi Lauper at full volume on my headset, while I was saving
New York City from the criminals on my screen. That
worked, because I was wide awake during this hour.
Sleepiness is a heck of an opponent, but I wasn’t going down without a fight (literally).
1:30 AM
As I sat there on my couch, in the complete and utter
darkness with the only source of light being my TV, I
completely forgot to check the time. When I looked
I was dumbfounded about how fast one hour had
passed. I guess I was just having so much fun that I
lost track of what time it was.

2:30 AM
At this point, I just wanted to lay down and relax, but
10:30 PM
I was ready. I had coffee in hand, my PS4 was boot- I knew if I did that I would fall asleep. I had to avoid
ing up and I said goodnight to my parents. I was sleep at all cost, so I took out my computer, put on
ready for the challenges that would await me. At first an action movie, and continued to play PS4.
I was so excited. I thought to myself “I can make it,

3:30 AM
Occasionally, my PS4 controller would run out of battery, so I had to switch between three controllers. At this time, all three of controllers had no battery, so I was forced to stop playing, and instead
watch whatever movie I had on at the time. My eyes were tired, I was slouching, but I fought on,
drinking the last drip of my coffee. I knew I was at the home stretch.
4:30 AM
I was dead… Not really, but I was exhausted as I sat there mindlessly staring at the screen. I realized
something - I was on the last mission. I had almost finished the game! So, I thought, “Have I been
playing that long?” I couldn’t even believe my eyes. Maybe I was dreaming, and maybe I accidentally slept. I pinched my arm and I was still awake. Ouch!
5:30 AM
During this time, I was going between watching a movie on my computer, playing PS4, and listening
to music. I was so tired that I kept on drifting in and out, but then I remembered that I had a mission
to do. I wasn’t giving up now, not when I was so close, so I slapped myself in the face and continued
playing. Double ouch!
6:25 AM
I finally gave up. I couldn’t stay awake any longer. I was so tired that I couldn’t get to my bed, so I
crashed on the couch and instantly fell asleep as if I were knocked out by Spider Man himself. I’m
not even sure if I turned off the PS4, or my computer for that matter, but I was too tired to care anymore.
Thus went the experiment. Would I recommend any gamer try what I did that night? Yes. If you are
a gamer, then do it. Anyway, I’m sure most of you already did this or at least attempted to do this
before. Would I ever do this again? Maybe if my parents let me... Kidding! It was way too tiring, and
besides that, we have homework to do.
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I Stayed Up All Night Playing
Video Games

Apps You Can’t Live
Without in China

The Performance Lab
Band of SLAS

WeChat
WeChat is a crucial app
for communication
in China, because it is
the most common app
used by both locals and
foreigners. Alongside its
use as a messenger, some of the other uses are
transportation hailing, food delivery, hotel booking, and more. Your WeChat account can be used
to login to many other apps, and it can also be
used to pay vendors and friends. WeChat pay is
so popular in China that most people here prefer
to pay with their phones rather than the cash in
their wallets.
DiDi
DiDi is a Chinese
transportation app
that helps people
call taxis and private
rideshares. It is very
similar to the Uber
app that many people are familiar with. In fact,
DiDi was built on the Uber platform.
TaoBao
TaoBao is an online
shopping website
where you can find
almost anything you
are looking for (literally anything). It is
essential because stock and availability of items
is often limited in Shanghai, to the point where
shop owners will often tell you to search on TaoBao for items they don’t have.

by Anthony Yates

Ziroom
Ziroom is an app that
helps locate serviced
apartments that are
becoming increasingly
popular among tourists
and expats. Unlike most
apartment apps, Ziroom
offers a monthly rent payment service directly
through the app. Ziroom markets itself as the
easiest and best way to find an apartment in
China.

S

LAS has several unique and interesting
classes, but there is one particular class
that stands out from the rest: Performance
Lab. This class allows students almost entire
freedom to explore their passion in music,
and it also helps and directs them into forming a band that performs at almost all events
at SLAS.

During class hours, the students practice in
a band for upcoming events at the school.
They get almost complete freedom in picking
the songs they want to cover and they also
receive advice, guidance and help from their
teacher, Mr. Gary.
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by Drabya Rana

Mobike and Ofo
Mobike and Ofo are
popular bike rental apps.
Ofo’s partnership with
DiDi means that users
can also look for bikes
while using the DiDi app.
Mobike, on the other hand, has made a similar
deal with a ride hailing company called Shouqi,
but the cities covered by the partnership are still
limited.
ele.me
Food delivery in China
is a tech driven industry with a competitive
set of available apps. It
also offers supermarket
delivery so you will never
have to leave your home again.

The band itself loves the genres EDM and pop music, and they draw a vast amount of inspiration from the two. Often, they blend their style with pop, EDM and rock.
At the time of writing this article, the band have been practicing a popular EDM/Pop song
called “Faded”, and they are preparing to perform it live at the Back to School Bash.
The band’s bassist, Jonason, stated “the band is going to do great at the bash.”

On the Road to Victory with the
SLAS Volleyball Teams
by Eric Park

T

The volleyball coach, Mr. McBroom, stays afterschool everyday to train both the girls and
boys volleyball teams. He is passionate about
creating champions among us. Ms. Kelli is
also a supporting coach for the teams.
Keita, captain of the boys’ volleyball team,
works very hard to control and inform his
teammates to say in focus during the games
and practices. He tells his teammates to go to
the right positions, to come to practice, and
to work efficiently.
Nagi, captain of the girls’ volleyball team,
works just as hard to lead her team and she is
great at keeping everyone focused.
The boys’ volleyball team won all the games
they played. This season, they are running
ahead of BISS PX, SAS PX, SCIS HQ, SSIS Sh,
Suzhou, and YCIS Px. Shanghai Livingston
American School, our proud school, is the
only school with zero losses for the boys’
team.
SLAS Volley Ball Teams are looking forward to
being the champions this year. Support our
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here are two volleyball teams at SLAS; a teams by encouraging them when you see
boy’s team and a girls’ team. Keita, Aidan, them at school.
Alvin, Jeric, Kimoni, Eric, Andrew, Dusan,
Hongan, and Tersing are on the boy’s team.
Hana, Jannah, Micmic, Sae, Sarah, Rita, Nagi,
and Ruruka are on the girl’s team. On September 7th, 2018, SLAS had their first game
against YCIS. The boys’ volley ball team won
two to zero, but unfortunately the girl’s team
lost two to one in a heated match.

Halloween at
Shanghai Livingston
American School
by Eric Park with Photos by Robert van West
alloween is celebrated on
the night of October 31,
which is the eve of All Saint’s
Day. On this day, many people dress up in costumes and
go to different houses to get
treats and candy. Halloween
originally came from the ancient Celtic festival called
Samhain. The tradition of
wearing scary costumes like
ghosts, zombies and vampires comes from the Pagans.
They believed that dead spirits get power to return to the
living world to damage crops
and spread diseases. The
costumes are worn to scare
off dead spirits from damaging things in the living world.
On October 31, staff and
students were able to wear
costumes and celebrate Halloween at school. Different
games were provided on the
school field for younger students to enjoy under the supervision of upper grade students. There were varieties
of games like ghost bowling,
musical chairs, ball throwing, and more. Upper grade

students had the chance to
interact with younger students to give them joy and
guidance.
Andrew Park was working on
the ghost bowling section
and he said “It was hard to
work the full four hours with
younger students, but I felt
proud and happy when I saw
little kids having fun.” Many
students are looking forward
to having many other chances to help and interact with
younger students.
Students, parents, and teachers came to SLAS Halloween
festival with creative and
scary costumes. Our school
rewards students in costume by providing community service time and giving
prizes. Halloween festival is
the chance to show off and
express individual creativity
and identity. Our school encourages all people to come
to the festival in costume.
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“Students, parents and teachers came to SLAS
Halloween festival with creative and scary costumes”
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Drabya’s Meme Corner
by Drabya Rana

Student Comic Art
by Miss Alina’s Fabulous Pupils

Y

ou might ask, “what are memes?” Memes
are funny, viral images with hilarious text
written on them. You usually look at memes
when you are in the bathroom for long periods of time (I’m joking - I don’t know where
everyone looks at memes).
Some students use memes as a way to relieve
academic pressure. “I look at memes while
doing stressful homework,” said Kimoni, a
ninth grader at SLAS.

Memes are a humorous and creative way for
people around the world to express themselves. Some countries, however, actively ban
memes, so the use of these images can be
sensitive in certain contexts.
Some people believe that memes have been
proven to be more influential than any politician. Andrew a fellow SLAS student believes
that memes have a way of changing the stereotypical and biased minds of the public.
Enough with the chit chat. Now, prepare to be
memed!
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Other students, such as ninth grader Eric,
check out memes when their friends post
them on social media. “I only look at memes
when Drabya posts them on his moments.”
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